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Peace Ornament
BY CAROL FINSAND AND ELIZABETH BOZIEVICH

H

Materials

8" × 8" on 18-count mono canvas
Design area is 3 ½” circle
YLI
Metallic Ribbon Floss RM22
Lavender Blue
DMC
Floche 799 sky blue
Rainbow Gallery
Neon Rays N32 Spruce Green,
N138 Lime Green
15° seed beads white, lime
Moonstone round beads 4mm
(19)
White beading thread

opefully all of your shopping is
done, your packages wrapped
and the holiday feast is all
planned and prepped.
Now it’s time to give
yourself a holiday
gift by pulling out a
needlepoint project,
curl up in front of a
warm, glowing fire
with a steaming cup
of tea or cocoa or better yet, a nice glass of
wine, and while away a
few hours relaxing with a
needle and thread in hand.
Perhaps this little ornament
will be just the thing to make your
season bright.
Trace the design on the middle
of your canvas with either a hard
pencil or a fine point permanent
marker. Tape the edges of the
canvas so your thread will not get
caught in the rough-cut edge. Tack
or staple the canvas to stretcher
bars and you are ready to stitch.
MISTLETOE

Basketweave the green areas, except for the green dots, with either
NR32 Spruce Green or NR138
Lime Green using the photo for a
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basketweave

reference. With the same threads,
go back and satin stitch the leaves
on top of the basketweave, giving
them more dimension. If you need
more coverage, take each satin
stitch twice.
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Any 4mm bead will work, such as
white jade or quartz. Go through
each bead twice with the doubled
beading thread. Do not lasso these
beads because the thread will show.
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padded satin

brick stitch couching

RIBBON

BACKGROUND

doubled strand of beading thread
and lassoing each bead.

Thread the 1/8" red ribbon in a
needle and take it from the front
of the canvas to the back, leaving a
long tail on the front of the canvas.
Bring the needle back up two canvas threads to either the left or the
right from where you started. Even
up the ends of the ribbon and tie
a bow. Secure the bow with a few
tacking stitches in a matching floss
and trim the ends of the bow to the
desired length.

Lay a length of YLI Metallic Ribbon Floss RM22 Lavender Blue
vertically. Couch it in every
other canvas thread with the DMC
Floche 799 sky blue. Continue
to lay vertical rows of the Ribbon
Floss and couch in brick stitch
as charted. Stitch over the dots
around the mistletoe. After the
background is compete you will
add the beads.
LETTERING

Bead the letters with the 15° white
seed beads in tent stitch using a

GREEN DOTS

Attach the 15° lime beads where
the dots are around the mistletoe.
Use a reverse tent stitch and then
lasso the bead to make sure they
are securely attached.
MISTLETOE BERRIES

The berries are 4mm round moonstones that were purchased at a
gem fair. I picked them because I
liked that they were a milky white
color and they are translucent.

From all of us at Needlepoint Now
we wish you and yours a holiday season filled with Peace, Joy and Love.

Snap Trays &
Frame Weights

Available at
needlepointnow.com
or call 541-935-0238.
Frame Weight: $24 plus S/H.
7.5" x 2.75", 2 lbs. Black-onblack swirls with colorful
varied embroidery.
Snap Tray: $33 plus S/H.
7.5" x 7.5" (folds flat to 11" x
11''). Fun patterns and bright
embroidery! Check out the web
site for all the combinations
available.
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Attention
Needlepoint Now Subscribers!

THE WINNER WILL BE CHOSEN
JANUARY 9TH
There's still time to Win a Stella Floor Lamp!

IT’S SO EASY! Send in a picture of your own Stitching Nest,
Creative Corner or Stitching Niche and your customer number along
with 150 words or less telling us why a Stella Lamp will be the
perfect accessory for your stitching area.
You can email your entry to:

contest@needlepointnow.com
or mail a non-returnable entry to:

Snap tray outer
fabric options

Needlepoint Now/Stella2
P.O. Box 428 Elmira, OR 97437

in the January/February Issue

Coming up...
Angel of Peace
Created by Curtis Boehringer
with a stitch guide by Cynthia
Thomas, Angel of Peace is a serene
delight. You can choose to order
the painted canvas or transfer
the line drawing to your canvas.
Either way, settle your thoughts
and enjoy stitching your way
through Cynthia’s wonderful
patterns of stars and diamonds.
The “H” Train: Part #3
The final car for this series,
“The Flatcar” by Raymond
Crawford is frightfully
fun with curly-stemed
pumpkins, candelabras and
a black cat. It’s a surreal trip
with pumpkin tree included
in the stitch guide by your
conductor Vicky De Angelis!
Initial Illumination
This medieval style charted
piece by Kay Stanis lets you gild
beauty and ornamentation into
the fibers. Allow Kay to introduce you to silk and
metal embroidery on canvas. Choose your own
Initial and create unique thread combinations for
luminous effects.
The 12 Tribes of Israel Canvas
Rishfeld Designs has brought us a wonderful
biblical series based on the sons of Jacob. The
stitch guide is by the talented Donna LaGanga.
We will be presenting two tribes per issue, starting
with Joseph and Zebulon. Don’t miss out on this
beautiful and historical canvas.
Snowboy and Snowman
A wonderful bit of whimsey by Cheryl Schaeffer
and Annie Lee Designs, this canvas completely brings
back memories of snow days, snowsuits and winter
vacation. This is just one in their Me & My Wagon
series that will debut at the Winter TNNA show. Be
sure to satisfy your curiosity and look for the other
delightful characters available.

Miniature Blue Vases Sampler
Janet Granger works in miniature to furnish her
adult doll houses with amazing detail. She designs
all her needlepoint furnishings and accessories
including rugs, stools, wall hangings and samplers
in miniature. Come visit a world of tiny stitched
gems you can hold in the palm of your hand.
Winter Waterfall Bracelet
We have another bit of bling for you from Ada
Haydon of Eye Candy Needleart to help you forget how
cold it is outside. Beautiful ice sculptures formed
in streams and ponds are the inspiration behind
this shimmering waterfall for your wrist. Have fun
finishing it yourself with Ada‘s instructions.
Hoot Hoot Doll Blanket
A family of owls has appeared to keep your little
one’s doll cozy and warm while in the land of nod.
Merrilyn Heazelwood has designed these soft and
fuzzy owls with interesting threads and woven
textures. Use the outline provided to trace the
design onto your canvas and stitch them before
they fall asleep— their eyes are getting heavy.
Holiday Blue Bell
Another beautiful charted ornament in our series
by the gifted Susan Portra, this bell is a great study
of blue-on-blue texture and shine.
The Art of Cara Sue Richard
When Fiber artist Cara Sue Richard turns a
needlepoint canvas into a work of art, nothing
is off limits—not even scissors. June RussellChamberlin treats us to a conversation with an
artist whose technique adds new dimension
to needlepoint.

Ad Reminder!

Reservations for ad space in our
March/April issue are due January 5th
with ad materials for custom design
due January 9th. Camera-ready ads can
be sent in as late as February 2nd.
—Thank you!
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